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Color Sensors

● Adafruit RGB Color Sensor - TCS34725 - 

7.95

● Color Sensor - TC3200  - 9.99 or 3.56

● Extremely Short range

● Only helps on ramp

● Last step in project

Works by shining white 
light onto an object then 
the light goes through 
red, blue, and green 
filters. Once through the 
filters the lights goes to 
photodiodes that 
convert light to current. 
Finally the converter 
converts the current to 
voltage which can be 
read by an arduino.



Encoders/Odometers

● Reflective - reads reflections of a beam but provides unnecessary specifics

● Interruptive - limited flexibility, cheaper, and serves our purpose

● Optical Encoder - similar to interruptive, and can detect direction.  Light bulb or receiver can get 

contaminated.

● We have built in encoders.



Distance Detectors

● Could be used for ramp

● Ultrasonic or Infrared

● Ultrasonic more accurate

● Affected by sunlight

A ultrasonic distance sensor works by sending out 
a ultrasonic ping and measuring the time that it 
takes for the sound to send out hit the object and 
come back to the receiver. The time it takes for 
sound to do that can be calculated into distance.

A IR distance sensor works with the same basic 
principles as an infrared distance sensor. An IR light 
sends out some good quality IR photons and a 
sensor then measures the intensity of the light. 
Depending on the intensity of the light the sensor 
measures the the distance between the object and 
the sensor.



GPS Navigation

● Accuracy of Adafruit GPS: <3 Meters

● Update Time: 10 Updates/ Second

● Possible Uses: 

-Checking for location at corners

-Checking to make sure there is not major deviation off course.



How GPS Works
● GPS works by receiving signals from any of the 30 GPS 

● The receiver then figures out how far away these satellites are.

● Using this, it uses trilateration to figure out  where it is.

Trilateration

Click to play video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zRlbboMvb0

